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1. IntroductionThe terminology `prophet' inequality is used to describe an inequality linking the quan-tity E [max1inXi], the expected reward for a `prophet' with foresight of the future, andsupT2Tn EXT , the optimal expected reward for a gambler who must use non-anticipatingstopping times to stop at, or before time n, which holds for all sequencesX = (X1;X2; : : :)of integrable random variables in some class. In this optimal stopping reward for the gam-bler, the supremum is taken over the set Tn of stopping times T , 1  T  n, relativeto the natural ltration, fFr; r  1g, of the sequence X. For example, for the class ofall sequences of independent random variables, the `ratio' prophet inequality of Krengel,Sucheston and Garling (cf. Krengel and Sucheston (1978)) states thatE  max1inXi  2 supT2Tn EXT ; (1)for all sequences X of independent non-negative random variables; and the `dierence'prophet inequality of Hill and Kertz (1981) states thatE  max1inXi   supT2Tn EXT  14(b  a); for all n  2; (2)for all sequences X of independent bounded random variables all taking values in somenite interval [a; b]. For these inequalities, the respective numbers `2' and `1/4' are uni-versal constants for these respective collections of sequences X, and the inequalities aresharp for each n  2. A survey of prophet inequalities may be found in Hill and Kertz(1992).For prophet inequalities, it is of interest to nd those (nontrivial) games for whichthe prophet realizes the greatest possible advantage over the gambler, that is, those (non-degenerate) sequences of random variables X within the collection for which equality forthe prophet inequality is attained or nearly attained. These will generally be games inwhich certain of the random variables in the sequence X have as much variability as isallowed within the given collection, to be used by the prophet to gain advantage over thegambler. For example, equality is attained in (2) for the sequence X with Xi  12 (b   a),i = 1; : : : ; n  1 and Xn = b with probability 1/2 and Xn = a with probability 1/2.1
The purpose of this paper is to quantify the dependence between the prophet's ad-vantage over the gambler and the variance of the random variables in the sequence X,for a natural collection of sequences X. Specically, the issue considered is whether anyinformation may be provided for the dierence E [max1inXi]  supT2Tn EXT appearingin (2) when the requirement that the random variables are bounded is replaced by theassumption that the variances are nite. In this case it will be seen that the left-handside of (2), which represents the advantage of the prophet over the gambler, may grow un-boundedly with n and the object of this work is to determine the order of magnitude andto give a bound on that rate of growth. The principal result established is the following.Theorem A For each n  2, there exists a universal constant, cn, such that for anysequence X = (X1;X2; : : :) of independent random variables with Var (Xi)  2 <1, foreach i, the inequality E  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT  cnpn  1 (3)is satised; moreover, cn  1=2 and lim infn!1 cn pln(2)  1=2 = 0:439485 : : :.This is a striking result! For the collection of sequencesX in this theorem, the prophetcan have a surprisingly large advantage. For `ratio' and `dierence' prophet inequalitiesover dierent collections of sequences X, of either nonnegative or bounded random vari-ables, the prophet's advantage can be much larger over other collections of sequences, suchas martingales, than over the collection of sequences of independent random variables. Incontrast to inequalities (1) and (2), Dubins and Pitman (1980) and Hill and Kertz (1983)proved the ratio prophet inequalityE  max1inXi  n supT2Tn EXT ; (4)for all sequencesX of nonnegative random variables, and the dierence prophet inequalityE  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT  n  1n n(b   a); (5)for all sequences X of random variables taking values in [a; b]. For these inequalities (4)and (5), the respective numbers `n' and `((n  1) =n)n' are again universal constants for2
these respective collections of sequences X. The inequalities (4) and (5) are sharp foreach n  2, and this sharpness can be demonstrated by using the subcollections of thesecollections consisting of martingale sequences. So for ratio and dierence prophet inequal-ities, the prophet's advantage over the gambler can be large if sequences of martingales areconsidered, and relatively small for sequences of independent random variables. As The-orem A and the following Theorem indicate, this situation is reversed for these `varianceconstrained' collections.Theorem B For each n  2, there exists a universal constant, kn, such that for anymartingale sequence X = (X1;X2; : : :) with Var (Xi)  2 <1, for each i, the inequalityE  max1inXi   supT2Tn EXT  kn (6)is satised; moreover, kn  1 and the kn's are increasing with limn!1 kn = 1.TheoremB is a straightforward consequence of a martingale inequality given in Dubinsand Schwartz (1988), and will be proved in Section 4.2. Proof of Theorem AThe proof of Theorem A splits into two parts, the rst of which establishes the exis-tence of the required universal constant cn  1=2 which follows from the stronger inequalitythat E  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT  12pVar (X2) +   + Var (Xn) (7)for any independent random variables X1;X2; : : : ;Xn and n  2.Verication of the inequality (7) is based on repeated application of two elementaryinequalities { a conditional Jensen's inequality with the square-root function and inequality(10) below, an elementary inequality relating maxima and square roots. This applicationis carried out in a natural way within a supermartingale context.To dene this supermartingale, x n and let vr represent the optimal expected rewardfor stopping between times r and n, for r = 1; : : : ; n, so thatvr = supfEXT : T 2 Tn; T  rg:3
Note that v1 = supT2Tn EXT , vn = EXn, vr = E (Xr _ vr+1) for r < n, and v1  : : :  vn.Also let Mr = max1ir Xi for r = 1; : : : ; n; let 2r = VarXr for r = 2; : : : ; n and imposethe conventions that vn+1 =  1 = M0 and that an empty sum is zero.Next dene random variables Z1; : : : ; Zn by settingZr = v2 _Mr 1 +Xr _ vr+1 +vuut nXi=r+12i + (v2 _Mr 1  Xr _ vr+1)2for r = 1; : : : ; n; and observe that(i) Z1; : : : ; Zn is a supermartingale,(ii) Zn = v2 _Mn 1 +Xn +q(v2 _Mn 1  Xn)2 = 2 (v2 _Mn) ; and (8)(iii) Z1 = v2 + v2 _X1 +vuut nXi=2 2i + (v2   v2 _X1)2  2 (v2 _X1) +vuut nXi=2 2i :Statements (8) (ii) and (8) (iii) are immediate, and (8) (i) follows since for r = 2 : : : ; n,E Zr j Fr 1= v2 _Mr 1 + vr + E0@vuut nXi=r+12i + (v2 _Mr 1  Xr _ vr+1)2  Fr 11A v2 _Mr 1 + vr +vuut nXi=r+12i + E(v2 _Mr 1  Xr _ vr+1)2  Fr 1= v2 _Mr 1 + vr +vuut nXi=r+12i + Var (Xr _ vr+1) + (v2 _Mr 1   vr)2 (9) v2 _Mr 1 + vr +vuut nXi=r 2i + (v2 _Mr 1   vr)2= v2 _Mr 2 _Xr 1 + vr +vuut nXi=r 2i + (v2 _Mr 2 _Xr 1   vr)2 Zr 1;where the rst inequality follows from the conditional Jensen's inequality; the secondinequality from Var (X _ a)  VarX and the third inequality from the relationa _ b+ c+qd+ (a _ b   c)2  a + b _ c+qd+ (a  b _ c)2 (10)4
which holds for real numbers a, b, c and d with a  c and d  0.Now, inequality (7) is immediate, sinceE (Mn)  12EZn  12EZ1  v1 + 12vuut nXi=2 2iwhere the inequalities use (8) (ii), (8) (i) and (8) (iii) respectively.The foregoing establishes that the quantitycn = supX "E [max1inXi]  supT2Tn EXTpn  1max1inpVar (Xi) #  12 ;where the supremum extends over all sequences X of independent random variables withnite variances.The second part of the proof of the theorem involves showing the lower bound oflim infn!1 cn  pln(2)   1=2 = 0:439485 : : :. To achieve this, produce appropriate ex-amples through the following steps.Step 1. For each n  2, dene as follows the family of nite sequences of independentrandom variables with X1 being constant and X2; : : : ;Xn each taking two values; theserandom variables are dependent on n and on parameters q2; : : : ; qn satisfying 0 < qr < 1for r = 2; : : : ; n and r qr+11  qr+1  1pqr(1  qr) (11)for r = 2; : : : ; n  1. Let X1  v1 and for r = 2; : : : ; n set Xr = ur with probability 1  qrand Xr = vr+1 with probability qr , where the sequences furg and fvrg are required tosatisfy u2  u3  : : :  un, v1 = v2  v3  : : :  vn  vn+1 = 0, and ur  vr+1 forr = 2; : : : ; n; further require that vr = E (Xr _ vr+1) = EXr and that Var (Xr) = 1 forr = 2; : : : ; n. These conditions imply that (ur   vr+1)2 qr (1  qr) = 1; givingur = vr+1 + 1pqr(1  qr) (12)and vr = (1  qr)ur + qrvr+1 = vr+1 +r1  qrqr : (13)5
Thus, furg and fvrg are determined by the sequence fqrg byur = nXi=r+1r1  qiqi + 1pqr(1   qr) and vr = nXi=rr1  qiqi : (14)Note that, for r = 2; : : : ; n  1, ur+1  ur is equivalent to inequality (11).>From the construction of these random variables, it follows thatsupT2Tn EXT = v1 = v2 = nXi=2r1  qiqi (15)and E  max1inXi = v2 nYr=2 qr + nXr=2 24ur(1   qr) nYj=r+1 qj35 ; (16)with the convention that an empty product is 1.Substitute for ur and vr from (12) - (14) to see that E [max1inXi]  supT2Tn EXTmay be expressed asnXr=2 240@ nYj=r+1 qj   nYj=r qj1A r qr1  qr + nXi=rr1  qiqi !  1  nYi=2 qi!r1  qrqr 35= nXr=2240@ nYj=r+1 qj   nYj=r qj1Ar qr1  qr +0@ nYj=r+1 qj   11Ar1  qrqr 35= nXr=2240@ nYj=r qj + nYj=r+1 qj   11Ar1  qrqr 35 :It is now immediate thatcn  supq2;:::;qn8<: 1pn  1 nXr=2 240@ nYj=r qj + nYj=r+1 qj   11Ar1  qrqr 359=; ; (17)where the supremum in (17) extends over all q2; : : : ; qn, with 0 < qi < 1, which satisfy theinequality (11) for r = 2; : : : ; n  1.Step 2. As follows, choose parameters fqrg, depending on n, for the random variables ofStep 1, and take limits to obtain the desired asymptotic bound. Let g() be a real-valuedfunction on [0; 1] satisfyingg > 0; g0 is continuous and (g0=g) + g2 < 0 on [0; 1]; (18)6
and for r = 2; : : : ; n, set qr = 1  (1=n)g2((r   1)=n). In a straightforward way one checksthat, for all n large, these numbers satisfy the conditions on the qr 's in Step 1; in particular,one uses the dierential inequality of (18) to show that for all n large the inequalities of(11) hold for this choice of qr's. Note that the dierential inequality of (18) implies that gis strictly decreasing. For each such large n, dene the sequence X1; : : : ;Xn as in Step 1.For this choice of parameters, obtain from (15)-(17) thatlimn!1 1pn E  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT= limn!1 1n nXr=2 gr   1n 0@2 exp0@  1n nXj=r g2j   1n 1A  11A= 2Z 10 g(u) exp Z 1u g2(s)ds du  Z 10 g(u)du;and hence thatlim infn!1 cn  supg 2Z 10 g(u) exp Z 1u g2(s)ds du  Z 10 g(u)du ; (19)where the supremum extends over all functions g satisfying (18).Step 3. Calculus of variations techniques are used to show that the supremum on theright-hand side of (19) is no smaller than the numberpln(2)   1=2; this will complete theproof of the theorem. The approach used is directly analogous to that used in Section 5of Assaf and Samuel-Cahn (1995) for a similar optimization problem, based on standardtechniques found, for example, in Troutman (1983). To simplify the optimization and toset up the appropriate class of admissible functions, it is useful to reformulate the problemin terms of distribution functions F (z) and (possibly degenerate) densities f(z) throughthe identicationF (z) = exp Z 1z g2(s)ds for 0  z  1 andF (z) = 0 for z < 0 and F (z) = 1 for z > 1; andf(z) = g2(z) exp Z 1z g2(s)ds for 0 < z  1: (20)Thus, F (z) = (1   p)F c(z) + p0(z), where 0 is a point mass distribution function con-centrated at zero, p = exp  R 10 g2(s)ds and F c(z) is a continuous distribution function7
concentrated on (0; 1) with density (1 p) 1f(z). With these identications the optimiza-tion problem can be stated equivalently as follows:Maximize 2Z 10 pf(z)F (z)dz   Z 10 pf(z)=F (z)dz; (21)over positive functions f(z) on (0; 1) satisfyingZ 10 f(z)dz  1; f 0(z) is continuous, and f(z)F (z) is strictly decreasing on (0; 1): (22)Dene a functional J(f) by J(f) = R 10 2pfF  pf=F dz for those positive functions fsatisfying the rst condition of (22), with associated F dened as in (20). One may showthat for  > 0 and functions h with f + h in the domain of J ,L(f; h) = lim!0  1 (J(f + h)  J(f))= Z 10 "r fF 1 + 12F H +sFf 1  12F h# dz;where H is dened through h just as F is dened through f . Thus, for an interior point fto be a local extremum of J , it is necessary that for all admissible functions h, L(f; h) =0. It is possible to use as admissible functions h those integrable functions h for whichR 10 h(z)dz = 0. By considering functions hu;(z), for u 2 (0; 1) and  > 0 small, dened byhu;(z) = I(u ;u)(z)   I(u;u+)(z), one obtains that for f to be an extremum of J ,0 = lim!0  2L(f; hu;) =r fF 1 + 12F   ddu "sFf 1  12F # ;and so, 12r fF 1 + 12F + 12sFf 1  12F  f 0f = 0: (23)Thus we seek f , and associated function F , satisfying (22) and (23). By rearranging andintegrating equation (23), one obtains that F satises F=(2F   1)2 = kdF=du for someconstant k > 0, and thus u = k  2F 2(u)   4F (u) + lnF (u)+ C (24)8
for some constants k > 0 and C. The requirement that fF is strictly decreasing is seento be equivalent to the condition that F (z) > 1=2 for z 2 (0; 1). Now use (24), F (1) = 1,and the identication p = F (0) to obtain F 1(y) = k(p)C(y) + 1 for y 2 [p; 1] whereC(y) = 2(y   1)2 + ln y and k(p) =  1=C(p). Although it is not possible to identify F ,and the associated functions f and g, in closed form, one can calculateJ(f) = Z 1p sdF 1dy (y)2py   1py dy=pk(p) Z 1p p4(y   1) + y 12py   1py dy =p C(p);and for 1=2  p  1, this is maximized at p = 1=2 giving the value of J(f) =pln(2)   1=2.The maximizer at p = 1=2 has the form F 1(y) =   (C(y)=C(1=2)) + 1 for 1=2  y  1.3. Remarks on Theorem ASeveral remarks are given concerning the statement and proof of Theorem A.1. Note that the inequalityE  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT  12pn  1;is sharp for n = 2 but one might not expect that it is sharp for n  3. However, theinequality (7) from which it is deduced is sharp for all n  2; take Xi  1=2, i = 1; : : : ; n 1and Xn = 1 with probability 1/2 and Xn = 0 with probability 1/2. This inequality diersmarkedly from inequality (7) in the following fundamental way. In the ratioE  max1inXi   supT2Tn EXT.pVar (X2) +   + Var (Xn);the prophet can take advantage of the variances of X1; : : : ;Xn 1 being small or zero andthe variance of Xn being large; however, in the ratioE  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT.r(n   1) max2jnVar (Xj);any variance penalizes the prophet by at least (n  1) times that variance, so the prophetmight as well take these n  1 variances to be the same, if this is possible. This is clear if9
one compares the example giving attainment for this inequality with the examples of thesecond part of Theorem A.2. How did the choice of the supermartingale fZrg in the rst part of the proof of Theo-rem A arise? To obtain some insight into this choice, consider the rst part of the inequalitydevelopment in (9) for r = n. This is a conditional version of the following elementaryinequality: for any random variable X with EX =  and VarX = 2, and for any realnumber a, E (X _ a)  12 a + +p2 + (a   )2 ; (25)(cf. Heijnen and Goovaerts (1989)). The formulation of the supermartingale fZrg wasbased on initial use of the conditional version of (25) and the eect of repeated applicationof the same inequality and (10).3. Sequences of two-valued random variables as constructed in Step 1 of the second partof the proof have been termed Bernoulli pyramids (cf. Hill and Kennedy (1992)). Theyoccur frequently as extremal cases in prophet problems. Note that these sequences aresupermartingales.4. The lower bound in (17) may be derived explicitly for small values of n. For example, forn = 3, the maximizing values of q2 and q3 subject to the constraint (11) are q2 = 0:595373and q3 = 0:898017 to give c3  0:466207.5. To gain insight into the convergence in Step 2 of the second part of the proof, onecan consider the convergence of appropriate point processes. Dene functions V (r) andU(r) on [0; 1] by V (r) = R 1r g(u)du and U(r) = R 1r g(u)du + (1=g(r)), and the spaceE = f(r; x) : V (r) < x; 0 < r < 1g[ f(1; 0)g. Dene point processes Nn, n  2, and N onthe space Mp(E) of point measures on E by Nn =Pnj=1 (j=n;Xn;j=pn), where Xn;j = Xj ,j = 1; : : : ; n, is as dened in Step 2 of the proof with (;) denoting point mass at (; ), andN =  + (1;0) where  = Pi (i;Yi) is the Poisson random measure on E with intensitymeasure  given by (A) = R I ((s; U(s)) 2 A) g2(s)ds for all Borel sets A in E. Observethat the dierential inequality condition of (18) is equivalent to the condition that thefunction U(r) is strictly increasing. Dene the associated random variables M , T and10
Y (T ) by M = maxi Yi if N 6= (1;0) and M = V (0) if N = (1;0); T = mini i if N 6= (1;0)and T = 1 if N = (1;0); and Y (T ) = Yi if T = i and Y (T ) = 0 if T = 1. Also denerandom variables Tn, n  2, by Tn = minfi < n : Xn;i = uig if this set is non-empty andTn = n otherwise, and note that Tn is an optimal stopping time for Xn;1; : : : ;Xn;n. Thenone can show the following convergence results hold by using standard techniques, foundfor example in Resnick (1987) and Serfozo (1982):Nn ) N in Mp(E);1pn  max1inXn;i)M and 1pnE max1inXn;i! EM ;Tn=n) T; 1pnXTn ) Y (T ) and 1pnv2 = 1pnE (XTn)! E (Y (T )) :Here `)' denotes weak convergence in the appropriate space. To use the usual randommeasure contexts to model this convergence, we found it necessary to remove the boundarycurve f(r; V (r)) : 0  r < 1g from the space E since this curve is attracting an innitemass in the limit from the processes fNng continuously along its length.6. In the second part of the proof of Theorem A, the function g(u) which gives the localextremum J(f) value used there is not given in closed form. There are some naturalchoices of g(u) which satisfy (18) or are at the `boundary' of g's satisfying (18), whichgive values of J(f) close to this value. For the function g(u) = pa=(b + u), with (a; b) =(0:17181; 0:0304828), the value of J(f) is 0:43818 : : :. For the variation in which X1 =   = Xr 1 = vr , and Xr ; : : : ;Xn are dened as in the proof with g(u) = 0 for 0  u  and g(u) = p=u for   u  1, where r = rn satises rn=n!  as n!1, one obtainsfor  = (1=2)1= and  = 0:146752 : : : that the value of J(f) is 0:43485 : : :.7. We comment on some connections of this theorem to the literature.(a) Growth of the dierence E [max1inXi]   supT2Tn EXT , as n ! 1, was studiedfor i.i.d. random variables X1; : : : ;Xn in the domain of attraction of the extreme-valuedistributions in Kennedy and Kertz (1991), but prophet inequalities were not developedin this paper. 11
(b) For independent random variables X1; : : : ;Xn satisfying Xn  0, EXn = vn andVar (Xn) = 2, and for j = 2; : : : ; n   1, Xj  vj+1, EXj = vj and Var (Xj ) = 2, forparameters v2  : : :  vn of the theorem and  > 0, one can use results of Stoyan (1973)concerning the convex order of probability measures to show thatE  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT  E  max1inXi    supT2T n EXT ;where X1 = X1, the random variable Xn has mass at 0 of size 2=  v2n + 2 and has con-tinuous density on ((v2n+2)=(2vn);1) given by f(x; vn; ) = 2=2 (x   vn)2 + 23=2,and for j = 2; : : : ; n 1, the random variableXj has mass at vj+1 of size 2=((vj vj+1)2+2) and has continuous density on (vj+1 + (vj   vj+1)2 + 2	 =(2(vj   vj+1));1) givenby f(x; ; vj ; ) = 2=(2 (x   vj)2 + 23=2). However, observe that for j = 2; : : : ; n, therandom variable Xj has innite variance. These Xj 's are connected to the sequence ofrandom variables Xj constructed in the second part of the proof in that P  Xj = vj+1 =P (Xj = vj+1) and E  Xj  Xj 6= vj+1 = uj , and so Xj concentrates all the mass spreadout by Xj within the interval (vj+1 + (vj   vj+1)2 + 2	 =(2(vj   vj+1));1) on the onepoint E  Xj  Xj 6= vj+1.(c) Results on mean-variance type inequalities can be found in Section 6.4 of Tong (1990)and Pittenger (1990), and references therein.4. Variance-Constrained Prophet Inequalities for MartingalesProof of TheoremB: Dubins and Schwarz (1988) proved that the least upper bound, over allmean-zero martingales with variance bounded by v, of the expected essential supremumof the martingale is pv. The proof of Theorem B is an immediate consequence of thisresult. Let X = (X1;X2; : : :) be any martingale sequence with Var (Xi)  2 < 1 foreach i  1; then from the Optional Sampling Theorem (see e.g. Theorem 9.3.4 of Chung(1974)), supT2Tn EXT = EX1 = : : : = EXn = , say, and soE  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT = E  max1in (Xi   )  max1inpVar (Xi   )  :This shows that the quantitykn = supX "E [max1inXi]  supT2Tn EXTmax1inpVar (Xi) #  1;12
where the supremum extends over all martingale sequences X of random variables withnite variances. One observes that kn  kn+1, for example, by associating to each length-nmartingale X1; : : : ;Xn the length-(n+ 1) martingale Y1  EX1; Y2 = X1; : : : ; Yn+1 = Xn.To see that limn!1 kn = 1, consider the following martingales. For n  2 xed, thesequence X = (X1;X2; : : : ;Xn) is such that the random variable Xj takes (j + 1) valuesfor j = 1; : : : ; n, and it is dened as follows: for i = 1; : : : ; n   1 let ai = (n   i) ln((n  i)=n) (n (i 1)) ln((n (i 1))=n), and bi =   ln((n i)=n), then X1 takes the values a1and b1 with probabilities 1=n, (n  1)=n respectively, and for j = 1; : : : ; n  2, if Xj = bj ,then P  Xj+1 = aj+1  X1; : : : ;Xj = 1=(n  j) = 1  P  Xj+1 = bj+1  X1; : : : ;Xj ;for i = 1; : : : ; j if Xj = ai, then P (Xj+1 = ai j X1; : : : ;Xj ) = 1; if Xn 1 = bn 1, thenP  Xn = bn 1 + 1=p  X1; : : : ;Xn 1 = p=e= 1  P  Xn = bn 1   1=(e   p)  X1; : : : ;Xn 1 ;and for i = 1; : : : ; n   1, if Xn 1 = ai, as above, then P (Xn = ai j X1; : : : ;Xn 1) = 1,where p is the unique number in (0; 1) for which E  X2n = 1. Then X1;X2; : : : is amartingale satisfying EXj = 0 and Var (Xn) = E  X2n = 1. It follows thatkn  E  max1inXi = n  1n  lnn  1n + 1n n 1Xj=1  lnn  jn + 1ne= 1n ln (n  1)n 1(n  1)! + 1ne ;and one can use either Riemann-sum approximations or Stirling's formula to conclude thatlimn!1 kn = 1.Finally, we give two remarks on Theorem B.1. Dubins and Schwarz (1988) exhibit a stopped Brownian motion (Xt)t0 for whichE supt0 Xt  supT2T EXT =pVar (X1):The continuous-time martingale of Dubins and Gilat (1978) also attains this equality. Themartingale of the proof of this Theorem is a modication of the Dubins and Gilat martin-gale. Note that for the length-n martingale constructed in the proof of Theorem B, the13
variance of the terminal random variable is 1 and the variances of the previous randomvariables are strictly less than 1. This is in sharp contrast to the length-n process con-structed in the second part of the proof of Theorem A, in which all but the rst randomvariable have variance equal to 1.2. For n  2 xed, let Xn denote the collection of martingale sequencesX = (X1; : : : ;Xn)satisfying X1  u1, and for j = 1; : : : ; n  1, if Xj = uj thenP  Xj+1 = uj+1  X1; : : : ;Xj = pj = 1  P  Xj+1 = 0  X1; : : : ;Xj ; (26)and if Xj = 0, then P  Xj+1 = 0  X1; : : : ;Xj = 1, for some 0  u1  : : :  un, pjuj+1 =uj for j = 1; : : : ; n  1, and Var (Xn)  1. For [a; b] = [0; 1], equality is attained in (5) forthe martingale sequence X in Xn of type (26) with uj = ((n   1)=n)n j for j = 1; : : : ; nand p1 = : : : = pn 1 = (n   1)=n. However, one cannot hope to obtain a best-possibleprophet advantage by using martingales from this class. For the sequence X in Xn of type(26), denote the arithmetic mean of p1; : : : ; pn 1 by p, then one hasE  max1inXi  supT2Tn EXT = u1 n 1Xj=1 (1  pj)vuut Qn 1j=1 pj1 Qn 1j=1 pj n 1Xj=1 (1  pj) = f(p1; : : : ; pn 1); say;s (p)n 11  (p)n 1 (n   1)(1   p) = f(p; : : : ; p) supa>0 "(n  1)a 1  a2a2 + 11=(n 1)!# supa>0 a lna2 + 1a2  = 0:804742 : : : < 1:Here the rst inequality uses the martingale property and Var (Xn)  1; the second in-equality follows from the Schur-concavity of the function f(p1; : : : ; pn 1) on [0; 1]n 1 (useTheorem A.4 of Chapter 3 of Marshall and Olkin (1979)); the third inequality uses thevariable a = ppn 1=(1   pn 1); and the fourth inequality uses the result that the func-tion g(n) = na  1  (a2=(a2 + 1))1=n is increasing in n for n  1 with limn!1 g(n) =a ln  (a2 + 1)=a2, for each a > 0. 14
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